
The last line in email security, protecting 
businesses using Microsoft Office 365

BETTER TOGETHER

MailGuard 365 was built by MailGuard with the team at Microsoft to 
specifically protect Office 365 users. It combines 18+ years of 
specialized email security expertise from MailGuard, with the best of 
Microsoft Azure, and is exclusive to the Microsoft marketplace. 

EMAIL SECURITY LIKE NO OTHER

LEARN MORE
MailGuard 365
www.mailguard365.com

sales@mailguard365.com

Single-click activation 

Activated with your 
Microsoft tenant ID 
(Directory ID), your 
organization can get started 
with MailGuard 365 
protection with a single 
click, stopping advanced 
criminal intent email threats 
immediately. 

Stop criminal intent emails

MailGuard 365 re-scans 
emails when they reach 
inboxes (and after the 
Microsoft Office 365 
security stack), stopping 
dangerous email threats 
like phishing, spear 
phishing, ransomware and 
CEO fraud (BEC) attacks 
that can devastate your 
business.

No end user training

Easy for users, MailGuard 
365 works in stealth within 
the native Office 365 
environment, moving 
threats to the users junk 
folder, meaning there is no 
additional training required. 

It makes life simple for IT 
admins too, with no set-up 
headaches or journaling to 
configure. 

Evidence-based reporting

Unique ‘last line’ 
implementation, means 
MailGuard 365 is the last to 
inspect email when it 
reaches an inbox, allowing 
evidence-based reporting  
that demonstrates its 
stopping power, 
complementing upstream 
security services like the 
Microsoft 365 security 
stack and any third-party 
email security vendors.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

“Just like every other organization, we have happy 
clickers. You can’t stop or track what each employee is 
clicking every minute of the day. 

The best way to prepare is with layered-email 
security. You must have the right protections for peace 
of mind. MailGuard does this for us."
– HEAD OF IT, CAPITOL HEALTH



STOPS UNWANTED EMAIL THREATS 

PHISHING
Protect your data, 
passwords, banking and 
other sensitive credentials 
that are the target of 
attacks by cybercriminals.

CEO FRAUD (BEC)
Stop targeted attacks 
impersonating C-level 
leaders and other people of 
influence within your 
organization. 

RANSOMWARE
Malicious payloads can 
prevent access to systems 
and data, demanding 
ransom payments in return 
for decryption. 

SPEAR PHISHING
Targeting key individuals, 
cybercriminals use social 
engineering to design 
fraudulent emails aimed at 
extracting sensitive 
information and funds.

Microsoft Office 365 users are prime targets for 
cybercriminals, with nine out of 10 cyberattacks delivered by 
email. MailGuard 365 makes life safer and easier for those 
businesses and their users. 

2-48 HOURS AHEAD
Speed is the new currency, and MailGuard 365 leads the 
market by stopping threats 2-48 hours ahead of rivals. 
MailGuard 365 leverages 18+ years of specialized IP from 
MailGuard, stopping advanced criminal intent email threats 
like phishing, CEO fraud and ransomware.

MULTI-LAYERED PROTECTION

Experts agree that a multi-layered approach to email security 
is required. Gartner reports that ‘35% of client organizations 
that move to Office 365 are supplementing its natively 
available email security capabilities with a third-party 

product.’ With its unique last line implementation, MailGuard 
365 allows organizations to take advantage of upstream 
solutions, like the Microsoft security stack or third-party 
vendors, with the added power of a specialist email solution 
re-scanning email as a last line of defence.

EVIDENCE-BASED REPORTING
Its unique architecture enables compelling evidence based 
reporting demonstrating the stopping power of MailGuard 
365, and the additional threats that have been defended. 

EASY FOR USERS AND ADMINS
Operating natively in stealth within the Office 365 
environment, means there is no training required for end 
users, and getting started for admins is super simple, with just 
a single click.  

WHY MAILGUARD 365?

Learn more: www.mailguard365.com

MailGuard 365

A world-first solution that is collaborative by 
design, MailGuard 365 scans for new criminal 
intent threats, inspecting email records after they 
have passed through your Microsoft Office 365 
security stack and any other third-party email 
security vendors. This enables evidence-based 
reporting, demonstrating the additional threats 
stopped to protect your business. 


